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Abstract

A numerical method for reaction-diffusion equations with analytic nonlinearity is presented, for which a rigorous backward error analysis is possible. We construct a modified equation, which describes the behavior of the full discretization scheme up to exponentially small errors in the step size. The construction is based on embedding into nonautonomous equations and the use of averaging techniques. The long-time behavior near hyperbolic equilibria is analyzed.

1 Introduction

For an illustration of backward error analysis of differential equations, we consider first an ordinary differential equation with analytic right hand side

\[ \dot{x} = f(x), x(0) = x_0 \in \mathbb{R}^m. \]  

(1.1)

We want to compare the flow \( \Phi(t, u) \) with numerical methods e.g. some Runge-Kutta method with step-size \( h \), which defines a local diffeomorphism

\[ x_{n+1} = \Phi(h, x_n). \]  

(1.2)

Our main intention is to compare these perturbations with the flow of (1.1) of some modified equation \( \dot{x} = \tilde{f}(x) \), with \( \tilde{f} \) inside the same class as \( f \), rather than compare it to the flow of the original equation.

For ordinary differential equations there is a strong relationship between backward analysis of numerical schemes and the averaging of nonautonomous equations. One-step methods for equation (1.1) with step-size \( h \) can be interpreted as the exact time-\( h \)-map of a rapidly forced ordinary differential equation as

\[ \dot{x} = f(x) + h^p g(x, \frac{t}{h}, h), x(0) = x_0 \in \mathbb{R}^m. \]  

(1.3)

with \( g(\cdot, \tau, \cdot) \) periodic in \( \tau = \frac{t}{h} \) with period 1, see [FS96].
For such rapidly forced equations like (1.3) Neishtadt [Nei84] proved, that the equation can be transformed to:
\[
\dot{y} = \tilde{f}(y) + \alpha(y, \frac{t}{h}, h)
\]  
(1.4)

with \(||\alpha|| < c_2 \exp(-c_1/h)\) and \(||\tilde{f} - f|| < c_3 h^p\) on a bounded domain.

Hence there is modified autonomous vector field near \(f\), which describes very accurately the behavior of the numerical method. Instead of going via the embedding into nonautonomous vector fields and using the Neishtadt theorem, there are more recent direct methods. For real analytic \(f\) bounded on some poly-disc around \(x_0\), Hairer and Lubich [HL97, theorem 1] construct directly a \(\tilde{f}(h, \tilde{x})\) such that
\[
||x_1 - \tilde{x}(h)|| \leq c_1 \exp(-\frac{c_2}{h})
\]  
(1.5)

for \(h < h_0\) with explicit estimates of \(c_1, c_2\) and \(h_0\). If \(x(t)\) remains inside some compact set \(K\), where \(\tilde{f}\) is also real analytic and bounded, then such an extremely good approximation also holds for finite times \(T = O(h^{-1})\)
\[
x_n - \tilde{x}(nh) = O(\exp(-\frac{c}{n}))\text{ for } nh \leq T.
\]  
(1.6)

These exponential estimates can be used to explain, why several qualitative effects are well replicated by numerical schemes. Some of these properties are local behavior near steady states, stable periodic orbits, homoclinic orbits [FS96] and energy conservation for symplectic integrators [BG94, San92]. There is a vast literature on different aspects of backward error analysis for ordinary differential equations, see [HL97, Rei99] and the review article [HL99] and references therein. Some ideas for backward error analysis of partial differential equations can be found in [EDHJ95], especially in a modeling context. However no rigorous theorems on backward error analysis are given.

We will consider semilinear parabolic partial differential equations, see e.g. [Hen83]. As a model take a system of reaction-diffusion equations with \(U = (u_1, \ldots, u_n)\), \(D = \text{diag}(d_1, \ldots, d_n)\) with \(d_i > 0\), and \(F = (f_1, \ldots, f_n)\):
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} U(x, t) - D \Delta U(x, t) = F(U(x, t))
\]  
(1.7)

with periodic boundary conditions on \(\Omega = [0, l]^d\), \(d = 1, 2, 3\) and initial conditions \(U(0) = U_0\) in the Sobolev space \(H^s_{\text{per}}(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n) \subset C^0(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n)\), i.e. \(s > \frac{d}{2}\), for a definition see e.g. [Tem88, p.48]. The nonlinearity \(F\) is assumed to be an entire function \(\mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n\). Equation (1.7) defines a semiflow on \(H^s_{\text{per}}(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n) = D(A^{\frac{s}{2}})\) with the differential operator \(A = -D\Delta\).

The solutions of this equation are extremely regular, they are in Gevrey classes \(G^s_\sigma(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n)\) as shown in [FT98]. The Fourier coefficients \(V_j, j \in \mathbb{Z}^d\) of a function \(V\) in the Gevrey class \(G^s_\sigma(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n)\) decay like \(||j||^{-s} \exp(-\sigma||j||)\). A norm of \(G^s_\sigma(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n)\) is given by
\[
|V|_{G^s_\sigma} = \left(\sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{j \in \mathbb{Z}^d} v_k^j v_k^j (1 + d_k||j||^2)^s \exp(2\sigma||j||)\right)^{\frac{1}{s}}.
\]  
(1.8)

where \(v_k^j\) is the \(k\)th component of the Fourier coefficient of the spatial Fourier expansion into \(\exp(i \frac{2\pi}{l} j \cdot x)\) of the periodic functions \(V\). Alternatively we can define Gevrey classes as
\[
G^s_\sigma(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n) = D \left(A^s \exp(\sigma(-\Delta)^{\frac{s}{2}})\right)
\]  
(1.9)
with \( A = -D\Delta \). The spatial Fourier modes decay exponentially fast, where the exponent depends on time. In [FT98] it is shown for the solution \( S(t, U_0) \) of 1.7, that

\[
S(t, U_0) \in G^\omega_t \text{ for } 0 \leq t \leq T^*
\]

\[
S(t, U_0) \in G^\omega_{T^*} \text{ for } t \geq T^*.
\] (1.10)

holds for some maximal Gevrey exponent \( T^* > 0 \). Furthermore

\[
|S(t, U_0)|_{G^\omega_{\min(t,T^*)}} \leq C_0,
\]

as long as \( |S(t, U_0)|_{H^{s_{per}}} \leq M_0 \), i.e. only if a suitable Sobolev norm of the solution remains bounded, see [FT98].

We consider a special discretization scheme of (1.7). We will construct modified equations, which describe the behavior of the scheme up to exponentially small errors. We have to stress that the analyzed scheme is hardly used in practice due to very strict rules on the size of the time-steps. Anyway, this scheme will give a first example of a numerical scheme in parabolic partial differential equations for which a rigorous backward error analysis is possible. So for this discretization scheme very accurate predictions about the long-time behavior can be made. A scheme of full discretization of (1.7) in space and time is analyzed. In space we use a Galerkin spectral method, which defines a system of analytic ordinary differential equations for

\[
U_N(x, t) = \sum_{\|j\| \leq N} U_j^N(t) \exp\left(\frac{2\pi}{T} j x\right).
\]

with multi-index \( j \in \mathbb{Z}^d \). As we consider periodic boundary conditions, the eigenfunctions for the Galerkin space are cos and sin functions. Or when using the above complex notation they have the form \( \exp(i \frac{2\pi}{T} j x) \). We define the approximation space \( H_N \) in this complex notation, but \( U_N(x) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) for all \( x \in \Omega \) and \( U_N \in H_N \):

\[
H_N = H^1_N = \{ \sum_{j \in \mathbb{Z}^d, \|j\| \leq N} U^j \exp\left(\frac{2\pi}{T} j x\right)|U^j \in \mathbb{C}^n, U^j = \overline{U}^{-j} \} \quad (1.11)
\]

The equation in the Galerkin space is given by

\[
\dot{U}_N = P_N \Delta U_N + P_N F(U_N)
\]

where \( P_N \) denotes the \( L^2 \) projection on the real Galerkin approximation space \( H_N \), which is spanned by eigenfunctions of \( A \). The ordinary differential equation (1.12) defines a local flow on \( H_N \) denoted by \( S_N(t, U_N) \).

Let \( \lambda_N \) be the largest eigenvalue of \(-Id\Delta\) restricted to \( H_N \). Equation (1.12) is then discretized in time by some analytic one-step method (e.g. Runge-Kutta) with step size \( h \) and order \( k \). The full discretization defines a local discrete semigroup on \( H_N \) which is analytic in \( U_0 \) and its \( j \)th iterate is denoted by

\[
\Phi^j_{h, N}(U_0), j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\]

We will couple the step size \( h \) and the number of Galerkin modes via

\[
h \cdot \lambda_N^{1+\beta} \approx 1
\] (1.13)

for \( \beta > 0 \). This means, we choose \( N \) for given \( h \), such that \( |h \cdot \lambda_N^{1+\beta} - 1| \) is minimal. Our main theorem for this kind of discretization is the infinite-dimensional counterpart of (1.6).
Theorem 1 Consider equation (1.7) where $F : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n$ is an entire function. Suppose, that the local semiflow $S(t,U_0)$ with $|U_0|_{H^p_{per}} \leq M_1$, defined by (1.7), remains inside the ball $B_{H^p_{per}}(M_0,0)$ for times $t$ with $0 < t < \hat{T} \leq \infty$.  

Let the full discretization $\Phi_{h,N}$ be real analytic in $U$. Let the discretization be of order $p$ for a complex extended domain, i.e. there is $C : \mathbb{R}^+ \to \mathbb{R}^+$ with $C(r)$ bounded for $r \to 0$ independent of $\sigma$ with $N(h)$ defined by (1.13) 

$$|\Phi_{h,N}(U_0) - S_N(h,U_0)|_{G_{s/2}^p} \leq C(|P_N U_0|_{G_{s/2}^p}) h^{p+1}$$

(1.14)

for $U_N$, in a complex extension of $H_N \cap B_{G_{s/2}^p}(R,0)$. 

Then there exist $h^*, t^*$, $T$ and a modified equation on $B_{H^p_{per}}(R,0)$ 

$$\dot{U} + AU = F(U) + F(\hat{U}, h, N(h))$$

(1.15) 

$$\hat{U}(0) = U_0$$

(1.16) 

which defines a local semiflow $\hat{S}_{h,N}(t,U_0)$, such that for $0 < h \leq h^*$ and $N(h)$ defined by (1.19): 

$$|\Phi_{h,N}(U_0) - \hat{S}_{h,N}(j \cdot h, U_0)| \leq C \left( \exp \left( -c_1 \min(t,t^*) \sqrt{\lambda_N} \right) + \exp \left( -c_2 h^{-\frac{s}{s+p}} \right) \right)$$

(1.17) 

for $0 < t = j \cdot h < T$ with 

$$T = \begin{cases} \hat{T} & , \text{if } \hat{T} < \infty \\ O(h^{-\frac{s}{s+p}}, \sqrt{\lambda_N}) & , \text{if } \hat{T} = \infty \end{cases}$$

The constants $C, c_1, c_2, t^*$ are independent of $h$ and $N$, when choosing $N = N(h)$ as above. The possible non-local perturbation 

$$\hat{F} : H^p_{per} \times [0, h^*) \times \mathbb{N} \to H^p_{per}$$

is uniformly bounded in $h \to 0$, $N = N(h) \to \infty$ for $U \in B_{H^p}(M_0,0)$: 

$$|\hat{F}(U)|_{H^p} \leq C_1 h^p.$$ 

(1.18) 

Remark 1 1. The exponential estimates are fully developed after a transient time $t^*$. But we have to stress, that exponential estimates hold for any fixed positive time 

2. The correction $\hat{F}$ is nonlocal, i.e. to evaluate $\hat{F}(U,h)(x)$ at $x \in \Omega$ one has to evaluate $F(U,h)$ in the Sobolev space first. While to evaluate the local nonlinearity $F(U)(x)$ it suffices to compute $F(U(x))$. 

3. The assumptions on $\Phi_{h,N}$ are fulfilled, when we are discretizing the equation in time by some implicit discretization schemes (e.g. higher order Runge methods). But the order $k$, that these methods have as integrators of ordinary differential equations cannot be achieved, see section 2. 

4. The constant $t^*$ is given by $t^* = \min(T^* \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda_N}})$, where $T^*$ is the maximal Gevrey exponent as in (1.10). $L$ is the Lipschitz constant of $F + \hat{F}$ on the ball of radius $M_1$ in $H^p_{per}$. This is up to an error $O(h^p)$ close to the Lipschitz constant of $F$. 

5. The essential difficulty to consider other equations is to prove Gevrey regularity. Such results hold e.g. for Navier Stokes equations with periodic boundary conditions [FT89] and for reaction diffusion equations on the sphere $S^2$ [CRT00]. 

We will prove this theorem in section 4. The main ingredient will be the embedding of the numerical scheme into a nonautonomous equation. Then we can apply the averaging techniques of [Mat99].
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2 Time integrators

Although the assumption (1.14) is standard for ordinary differential equations, it does not hold in general for parabolic partial differential equations. We give examples of discretization schemes, which fulfill the approximation assumption (1.14) of the theorem for some \( p > 0 \).

It assumes the convergence of the method independent of \( N \) and independent of the Banach space \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \). In the proof of theorem 2 we furthermore need estimates when extending \( H_N \cap B_{G^{\sigma/2}_s} \) to a complex neighborhood, i.e. we have to complexify \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \) for \( \sigma \geq 0 \).

Error estimates for strongly \( A(\theta) \) stable Runge-Kutta methods were given by Lubich and Ostermann in [LO93] and [LO96] in a general setting of semilinear parabolic equations on some Banach space \( X \)

\[
\frac{d}{dt} U + AU = F(U), U(0) = U_0 \in X^\alpha. \tag{2.1}
\]

Here \( A \) is a sectorial operator, \( X^\alpha = D(A^\alpha) \) a fractional power space and \( f : X^\alpha \to X \) a Lipschitz nonlinearity, see [Hen83].

The equation (1.7) fits in this setting even when posing it on Gevrey classes, since \( A \) is sectorial on \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \) by the following lemma and the nonlinearity is a Lipschitz map from \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \) to itself by lemma 2 in [Mat99], so we can choose \( \alpha = 0 \) and can take initial values in \( X = G^{\sigma/2}_s \).

Lemma 2 The operator \( A = -\text{diag}(d_1, \ldots, d_n)\Delta \) is sectorial on \( G^{\alpha/2}_s(\Omega, \mathbb{C}^n) \) with \( D(A) = G^{\alpha/2+1}_s(\Omega, \mathbb{C}^n) \).

Proof: We use definition 1.3.1 of Henry [Hen83]. \( A \) is densely defined on \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \), as it is defined on finite Fourier series. To check closeness, let \( u_k \xrightarrow{G^{\sigma/2}_s} u \) and \( Au_k \xrightarrow{G^{\sigma/2}_s} v \). We have to show \( u \in D(A) \) and \( Au = v \). The convergence of \( Au_k \) in \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \) gives, that \( u_k \) converges in \( G^{\sigma/2+1}_s \), hence \( u \in D(A) \). As \( A \) is closed on \( L^2 \), we have by \( |v - Au|_{L^2} = 0 \), that the Fourier series of \( v \) and \( Au \) coincide and thus \( Au = v \) in \( G^{\sigma/2}_s \).

\( A \) is sectorial on \( L^2(\Omega) \), the resolvent can be estimated

\[
| (\lambda - A)^{-1} |_{L^2(L^2)} \leq M(\lambda) = \frac{M}{|\lambda + 1|},
\]

for \( \lambda \in \{ \lambda | \phi \leq |\arg(\lambda + 1)| \leq \pi \} \) for some \( \phi \in (0, \frac{\pi}{2}) \) with \( M \) depending on \( \phi \); see e.g. [Hen83].

As each Fourier monomial \( \exp(i \frac{2\pi}{t} jx) \) is an eigenfunction of \( (\lambda - A)^{-1} \), we have

\[
| (\lambda - A)^{-1} \exp(i \frac{2\pi}{t} jx) |_{G^{\sigma/2}_s} \leq M(\lambda) \exp(i \frac{2\pi}{t} jx) |_{G^{\sigma/2}_s}.
\]
Thus for all $v \in G^{s/2}_\sigma(\Omega, C^n)$ we get the same resolvent estimate as in $L^2$:

$$|(\lambda - A)^{-1}v|_{G^{s/2}_\sigma} \leq \frac{M}{|\lambda + 1|} |v|_{G^{s/2}_\sigma}$$

for $\lambda$ in a sector $\{\lambda | \phi \leq |\arg(\lambda + 1)| \leq \pi\}$, for some $\phi \in (0, \frac{\pi}{2})$. □

In the setting of abstract semilinear parabolic equations (2.1) there are two different kinds of error estimates. First there are nonsmooth error estimates for general initial values as in [LO96]. Uniform estimates for finite times can only be given after some transient: The constant in front of the expected order $h^k$ will depend on a transient time and tend to infinity for small times.

So perhaps the above error estimates are not optimal, because we do not use the periodicity in time starting at $t = 0$, which in general cannot be assumed for arbitrary initial conditions. Even then the full order of convergence known from the theory of ordinary differential equations is not realized in general. We will use these smooth error estimates, but instead of assuming smoothness we use the coupling of $\lambda_N$ and $h$. We use results of Lubich and Ostermann [LO93, theorem 4.1]. They consider a large class of semidiscretization of step size $h$ and $\Phi$ of order $q$ and order $k$ for $k \geq q + 1$. Hence the estimates will also hold uniformly in $N$ when using the full discretization.

$$|\Phi_{h,N}(U_0) - S_N(h, U_0)|_{G^{s/2}_\sigma} \leq C \cdot (|t^{(q+1)}|_{N}(0))_{G^{s/2}_\sigma} + \int_0^h |U^{(q+1)}(t)|_{G^{s/2}_\sigma} dt h^{q+1},$$

where $U^{(q+1)}(t)$ denotes the $(q + 1)$th time derivative, which can be bounded by $C \lambda_N^{q+1}$. Using $\lambda_N^{1+\beta} h \leq 1$ gives

$$|\Phi_{h,N}(U_0) - S_N(h, U_0)|_{G^{s/2}_\sigma} \leq C(\lambda_N h)^{q+1} = C h^{\frac{q}{1+\beta}}.$$ 

Hence assumption (1.14) holds for full discretization with Galerkin discretization in space and some higher order strongly $A(\theta)$ stable Runge-Kutta methods like higher order Radau methods in time, when they are coupled by $\lambda_N^{1+\beta} h \leq C$ with appropriate $\beta > 0$. If we use a 3-stage RadauIIa method, then $q = 3$. To apply theorem 1, we choose $\beta = \frac{1}{2}$ and get the exponential estimates $C h^{p/2} \exp(-c h^{-\frac{p}{2}})$ and $|F| \leq C h^{\frac{p}{2}}$ with $p = \frac{3}{2}$ in the theorem.

For linear parabolic equations with periodic boundary conditions with semigroup $S(t, U)$ and semidiscretization $\Phi$ of step size $h$, Lubich and Ostermann showed in [LO95] that the full order of convergence $p$ can be achieved for finite times $t = nh \leq T$:

$$|S(n \cdot h, U_0) - \Phi^n(U_0)| \leq C h^p$$

So perhaps the above error estimates are not optimal, because we do not use the periodicity in time discretization into account.
3 Embedding into nonautonomous equations

An essential tool in the proof of the theorem is the embedding into a nonautonomous equation. For that we rewrite equation (1.7) as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} U = -AU + F(U) \quad (3.1)
\]

with \( A = -\text{diag}(d_1 \Delta, \ldots d_n \Delta) \) on \( \Omega = [0, l]^d \) with \( d = 1, 2, 3 \), periodic boundary conditions and \( s \geq \frac{d}{2} \).

To compare the numerical scheme \( \Phi_{h,N} \) with equations of type (3.1) we are going to embed \( \Phi_{h,N} \) into a rapidly forced ordinary differential equation

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} U_N = -AU_N + P_N F(U_N) + h^p G(U_N, \frac{t}{h}, h, N) \quad (3.2)
\]

The discretization scheme coincides exactly with the time-h map \( \Psi(h, 0) \) of a nonautonomous equation like in (3.2):

\[
\Phi^n_{h,N}(U_0) = \Psi(n \cdot h, 0, P_N U_0; h, N).
\]

In proposition 3 we will construct a time-periodic perturbation \( G \) of (3.2), such that its evolution \( \Psi(t, 0; U_N; h, N) \) has the desired property.

The nonautonomous ordinary differential equation (3.2) can easily be extended to a partial differential equation with nonlinearities, which are non-local

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} U = -AU + P_N F(P_N U) + h^p G(P_N U, \frac{t}{h}, h, N)
\]

Applying a theorem like the Neishtadt theorem for ordinary differential equations for our class of equations as in [Mat99], we will complete the proof of theorem 2 in section 4.

We consider the ordinary differential equation (1.12) with associated flow \( S_N(t, U) \). As an adaption of [FS96, proposition 2.1] and its refinement in [ZB98] we construct a nonautonomous perturbation \( G \) as in (3.2) for our special discretization scheme with estimates uniform on its Gevrey norm in \( h \to 0, N(h) \to \infty \).

Proposition 3 Let the assumptions of theorem 1 on the nonlinearity \( F \) and the full discretization scheme \( \Phi_{h,N} \) hold: \( F: \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \) is real analytic in \( U \) and \( \Phi_{h,N} \) is real analytic in \( U \) and \( h \) for fixed \( N \) and fulfills (1.14). Furthermore \( N \) and \( h \) are coupled as in (1.13) by setting \( \lambda_N^{1+\beta} h \approx 1 \) with \( \beta > 0 \).

Then there exist \( h^* > 0 \), a nonautonomous vector field \( G = G(U_N, \theta, h, N) \), a non-increasing continuous function \( \rho : [0, h^*] \to (0, \infty) \) with \( \rho(0) = \infty \) and a continuous non-decreasing function \( r : \mathbb{R}^+ \to \mathbb{R}^+ \) such that:

(i) \( G(U_N, \theta, h, N) \in H_N \) is defined for all real \( \theta \) and \( 0 \leq h \leq h^* \) and \( U_N \in H_N \) with \( |U_N|_{H^s_{per}} \leq \rho(h) \).

(ii) For fixed \( N \) the perturbation \( G \) is \( C^\infty \)-smooth in \( \theta \) and analytic in \( h, U_N \).

(iii) The vector field \( G \) is periodic in \( \theta \) with period 1.
(iv) $\Phi_{h,N}(h,U_0) = \Psi(h,0,P_NU_0;h,N)$, where $\Psi$ is the evolution of (3.2).

(v) $|G(U_N,\theta,h,N)|_{G^{s/2}} \leq \tau(\|[U_N]_{G^{s/2}}\|)$ independent of $\sigma,\theta,h$ and $N$.

(vi) For $D_N = H_N \cap B_{G^{s/2}/2}(R,0) \subset R^k$ the perturbation $G$ can be extended to a complex $\delta$-neighborhood taking distances in the $G^{s/2}$ norm:

$$\sup_{U_N \in D_N + \delta, \theta \in R} |G(U_N,\theta,h,N)|_{G^{s/2}} \leq B_2.$$ 

**Proof:**

The basic idea of the construction is to interpolate for fixed $N$ between the identity and the numerical scheme $\Phi$ by a family $t \mapsto \Psi(t,0,U;h,N)$ of diffeomorphisms with

$$\Psi(0,0,U;h,N) = 0, \quad \Psi(h,0,U;h,N) = \Phi_{h,N}(h,U).$$

An evolution is then defined, omitting the other arguments, by

$$\Psi(t,s) = \Psi(t,0) \circ \Psi(s,0)^{-1}.$$ 

This can be extended to $t \not\in [0,h]$ by iteration. We repeat the construction of [FS96]. This interpolation is done in step 1. In step 2 we will construct $G$, such that $-A + P_N F + G$ is the time derivative of $\Psi$. The properties (i)-(iv) will be checked in step 3. The estimates in (v) and (vi) will be derived in step 4.

**Step 1: Interpolation**

Choose $\chi : R \to [0,1]$ a $C^\infty$ cut-off function analytic in $\tau \neq 0,1$ with

$$\chi(\tau) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{for } \tau \leq 0 \\ 0 & \text{for } \tau \geq 1. \end{cases}$$

Then we define $\Psi$ by interpolation for $t \in [0,h]$

$$\Psi(t,0,U_N;h,N) := \chi\left(\frac{t}{h}\right)S_N(t,U_N) + (1 - \chi\left(\frac{t}{h}\right))S_N(t-h,\Phi_{h,N}(h,U_N)).$$ 

(3.3)

As $S_N$ is only a local flow in time, we need the restriction $|U_N|_{H^1} \leq \rho(h)$, then

$$\Psi(0,0,U_N;h,N) = S_N(0,U_N) = U_N$$ 

(3.4)

$$\Psi(h,0,U_N;h,N) = S_N(0,\Phi_{h,N}(U_N)) = \Phi_{h,N}(U_N).$$ 

(3.5)

We can then extend the definition to all $t \geq 0$ by

$$\Psi(t,0,U_N;h,N) := \Psi(t - \left[\frac{t}{h}\right]h,0,\Phi_{h,N}^{[\frac{t}{h}]}(U_N);h,N).$$ 

(3.6)

Thus $\Psi$ is an interpolation of $\Phi(n \cdot h,U_N), n \in Z$. Then

$$\Psi(t,0,\Psi(n \cdot h,0,U_N;h,N);h,N) = \Psi(t + n \cdot h,0,\Phi_{h,N}(U_N);h,N)$$

and the curve $t \mapsto \Psi(t,0,U_N;h,N)$ is clearly analytic for $\frac{t}{h} \not\in N$. By the recursion formula above, it is enough to check $C^\infty$-smoothness at $t = h$ to prove that $t \mapsto \Psi(t,0,U_N;h,N)$ is
\( C^\infty \). We denote by \( D^m \) the \( m \)th \( t \)-derivative from above (\(+\)) and from below (\(-\)). Then we get for arbitrary \( m \) dropping dependence on \( h, N \):

\[
D^m_{+}\big|_{t=0} \Psi(t, 0, U_N) = D^m_{+}\big|_{t=0} \Psi(t, 0, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N))
\]
\[
= D^m_{+}\big|_{t=0} \left( \chi\left(\frac{t}{h}\right)S_N(t, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N)) + (1 - \chi\left(\frac{t}{h}\right))S_N(t - h, \Phi_{h,N}^2(U_N)) \right)
\]
\[
= D^m_{+}\big|_{t=0} S_N(t, \Phi(h, U_N)) = D^m_{+}\big|_{t=0} S_N(t, \Phi(h, U_N))
\]
\[
= D^m_{+}\big|_{t=h} \left( \chi\left(\frac{t}{h}\right)S_N(t, U_N) + (1 - \chi\left(\frac{t}{h}\right))S_N(t - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N)) \right)
\]
\[
= D^m_{+}\big|_{t=h} \Psi(t, 0, U_N).
\]

This proves \( C^\infty \)-regularity of \( \Psi \) in \( t \).

**Step 2: Construction of \( G \)**

To construct the perturbation we rescale time by \( \theta = \frac{t}{h} \), then we denote

\[ \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, U_N; h, N) = \Psi(\theta h, 0, U_N; h, N). \]  

(3.7)

Thus we have for \( \theta \in [0, 1] \):

\[ \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, U_N; h, N) = \chi(\theta)S_N(h\theta, U_N) + (1 - \chi(\theta))S_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N)). \]

We define

\[ G(U_N, \theta; h, N) := h^{-p} \left( h^{-1}D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N; h, N) - (-AU_N + P_N F(U_N)) \right) \]  

(3.8)

where \( V_N = V_N(U_N, \theta; h, N) \) is defined implicitly by

\[ U_N = \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N; h, N). \]  

(3.9)

This can be solved for \( V_N \) by the implicit function theorem. \( \tilde{\Psi} \) is analytic in \( h, V_N \) and smooth in \( \Theta \). For \( h = 0 \) the trivial solution is \( V_N = V_N(U_N, \theta; 0, 0) = U_N \) by (3.4) and the linearisation \( D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N; 0, 0) = Id \) is invertible. Hence we can solve (3.9) for \( V_N = V_N(U_N, \theta; h, N) \) uniformly for \( 0 \leq h \leq h^* \) in a ball \( |U_N| \leq \rho(h) \) and \( \tilde{\Psi} \) is defined. Thus \( V_N \) will be defined on a reduced domain \( 0 \leq \theta \leq 2, 0 \leq h \leq h^*, |U_N| \leq \rho(h) \).

**Step 3: Basic properties of \( G \)**

First we extend the domain of \( G \) to all real \( \theta \) by 1-periodic extension to show (iii). Thus we have to check periodicity for \( 0 \leq \theta \leq 2 \). Let \( 0 \leq \theta \leq 1, h > 0 \) then we get from (3.6)

\[ \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, \Phi_{h,N}(V_N(U_N, \theta + 1; h, N)); h, N) = \tilde{\Psi}(\theta + 1, 0, V_N(U_N, \theta + 1; h, N)); h, N) = U_N \]

which implies by applying \( \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0)^{-1} \) on both sides

\[ \Phi_{h,N}(V_N(U_N, \theta + 1; h, N)) = V_N(U_N, \theta; h, N). \]

Hence we get when dropping arguments \( h \) and \( N \):

\[ h^{p+1}(G(U_N, \theta + 1) - G(U_N, \theta)) \]
\[ = D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta + 1, 0, V_N(\theta + 1)) - D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N(\theta)) \]
\[ = D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, \Phi_{h,N}V_N(\theta + 1)) - D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N(\theta)) \]
\[ = D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N(\theta)) - D\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N(\theta)) = 0, \]
proving periodicity for \( h > 0 \). Next we will extend \( G \) down to \( h = 0 \). Let \( d_j \) denote various
remainder terms real analytic in \( 0 \leq h \leq h^* \), \(|U_N| \leq \rho(h)\) and \( C^\infty \) in \( \theta \). By the \( p^{\text{th}} \) order
approximation property we have
\[
\Phi_{h,N}(U_N) = S_N(h, U_N) + h^{p+1}d_0
\]
This implies
\[
\tilde{\Psi}(\theta, U_N) = \chi(\theta)S_N(h\theta, U_N) + (1 - \chi(\theta))S_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(h, U_N))
+ (1 - \chi(\theta))[S_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N)) - S_N(h\theta - h, S_N(h, U_N))]
= S_N(h\theta, U_N) + h^{p+1}d_1.
\]
(3.10)
When replacing \( U_N \) by \( V_N \) and using \( \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, 0, V_N(\theta, U_N)) = U_N \), this yields to
\[
V_N(\theta, U_N) = S_N(-h\theta, U_N) + h^{p+1}d_2.
\]
(3.11)
From (3.10,3.11) we obtain
\[
h^{-1}D_\theta \tilde{\Psi}(\theta, V_N(\theta, U_N)) = -AS_N(h\theta, V_N) + P_NF(S_N(h\theta, V_N)) + h^{-1}D_\theta h^{p+1}d_1
= -AU_N + P_NF(U_N) + h^{p+1}d_3 + h^pD_\theta d_1
\]
where
\[
h^{p+1}d_3 = (-A + P_NF)(S_N(h\theta, S_N(-h\theta, U_N) + h^{p+1}d_2)) - (-AU_N + P_NF(U_N)).
\]
(3.12)
Setting \( G = hd_3 + D_\theta d_1 \) gives the differentiability requirements in (ii) and by continuous
extension to \( h = 0 \) also (iii) can be proved. Then \( G \) is defined on \([0, h^*]\) for \( \theta \in \mathbb{R} \)
and \(|U_N| \leq \rho(h)\), thus proving (i). The interpolation property (iv) is fulfilled by construction of
\( \tilde{\Psi} \).

**Step 4: Estimates uniform in \( h, N(h) \)**
Properties (v) and (vi) are the essential new ingredients to [FS96, proposition2.1]. We show
first the estimates for \( G = hd_3 + D_\theta d_1 \) in (v). Starting with \( D_\theta d_1 \), we obtain by (3.10):
\[
h^{p+1}D_\theta d_1 = D_\theta [(1 - \chi(\theta)) (S_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N)) - S_N(h\theta - h, S_N(h, U_N))]
= -\chi'(\theta)(S_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N)) - S_N(h\theta - h, S_N(h, U_N)))
+ (1 - \chi(\theta))h (AS_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N))
+ P_NF(S_N(h\theta - h, \Phi_{h,N}(U_N))) + AU_N + P_NF(S_N(h\theta - h, S_N(h, U_N)))))
\]
Using the mean value theorem we get, where
\[
K = \{V \in \eta \Phi_{h,N}(U_N) + (1 - \eta)S_N(h, U_N), \eta \in [0, 1]\},
\]
\[
h^{p+1}|D_\theta d_1|_{G^{\sigma/2}} \leq |\Phi_{h,N}(U_N) - S_N(h, U_N)|_{G^{\sigma/2}} \left[|\chi'(\theta)| \sup_K |DS_N(h\theta - h, V)|_{L(G^{\sigma/2}, G^{\sigma/2})}
+ h |1 - \chi(\theta)| \sup_K |D(AS_N(h\theta - h, V) + P_NF(S_N(h\theta - h, V))|_{L(G^{\sigma/2}, G^{\sigma/2})}\right].
\]
So we need to estimate $|D_VS_N(h\theta - h, V)|_{L(G^{s/2}_{\alpha},G^{s/2}_{\alpha})}$. To do this we use the variational equation, which is fulfilled by $W(t) = D_VS_N(t, V(t))$:

$$W_t + AP_N W = D_V P_N F(P_NV(t))W.$$ 

Thus we get

$$|D_VS_N(h\theta - h, V)|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} \leq \exp(-A(h\theta - h))P_N|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} + \left| \int_0^{h\theta - h} \exp(-A(h\theta - h - \vartheta))D_V P_N F(P_NV(\vartheta))d\vartheta \right|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}}.$$ 

To bound this expression, we first have to analyze

$$V(t) = \exp(-At)P_NV_0 + \int_0^t \exp(-A(t - \vartheta))P_N F(V(\vartheta))d\vartheta.$$ 

The linear part can be bounded using $h\lambda^{1+\beta}N \approx 1$. $P_N F$ is locally Lipschitz on $H_N$ with constants $L(V_N)$ uniformly bounded for $N \to \infty$ in the Gevrey norm of $G^{s/2}_{\alpha}$, thus we can bound $V(t)$ by a constant $C$ for $|t| \leq h$ and $N \leq N(h)$ by the Gronwall inequality:

$$|V(t)|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} \leq C + \int_0^t C|P_N F(V(\vartheta))|d\vartheta \leq C + \int_0^t CL|V(\vartheta)|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}d\vartheta} \leq C.$$ 

Then (3.13) is uniformly bounded when using $h\lambda^{1+\beta}N \approx 1$. Using the bound (1.14) for $\|\Phi_{h_N}(U_N) - S_N(h, U_N)|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}}$ we have the estimate

$$h^{p+1}|D_t d_t|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} \leq (c + hC\lambda_N)C(|U_N|_{H^{s/2}_1})h^{p+1} \leq CC(|U_N|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}})h^{p+1},$$

as $\lambda_N h < \lambda^{1+\beta}N h \approx 1$ is bounded.

Next we deal with

$$h^{p+1}d_3 = (-A + P_N F)(S_N(h\theta, S_N(-h\theta, U_N) + h^{p+1}d_2)) - (-AU_N + P_N F(U_N)),$$

hence we get an estimate depending on $d_2$, where

$$K = \{V \in S_N(-h\theta, U_N) + \eta h^{p+1}d_2, \eta \in [0,1]\}$$

$$h^{p+1}|d_3|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} \leq \sup_K \|D(AS_N(h\theta, V) + P_N F(S_N(h\theta, V)))|_{L(G^{s/2}_{\alpha},G^{s/2}_{\alpha})}h^{p+1}|d_2|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} \leq \|\lambda_N + LCh^{p+1}|d_2|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}} \leq Ch^p|d_2|_{G^{s/2}_{\alpha}}.$$ 

It remains to estimate $d_2$ given by (3.11)

$$h^{p+1}d_2(U_N, \theta) = V_N(\theta, U_N) - S_N(-h\theta, U_N).$$

From (3.10) we get

$$S_N(-h\theta, \tilde{\Phi}(\theta, U_N) - h^{p+1}d_1(U_N)) = U_N.$$
Then replacing \( U_N \) by \( V_N(U_N) \) yields to
\[
S_N(-h\theta, U_N - h^{p+1}d_1(V_N)) = V_N.
\]
Hence
\[
h^{p+1}d_2(U_N, \theta) = S_N(-h\theta, U_N - d_1(V_N)) - S_N(-h\theta, U_N)
\]
with
\[
h^{p+1}|d_2(U_N, \theta)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime} \leq Ch^{p+1}|d_1(V_N, \theta)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime}.
\]
\( V_N(U_N, \theta) \) is defined by \( \hat{\Psi}(\theta, V_N(U_N, \theta), h) = U_N \), where \( \hat{\Psi} \) is a near-identity diffeomorphism. So \( V_N \) remains uniformly bounded per construction. Hence we can estimate \( d_1 \) in the way as \( D_\theta d_1 \) above and we get \( h^{p+1}|d_1(V_N, \theta)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime} \leq Ch^{p+1} \) and thus \( h^{p+1}|d_2(U_N, \theta)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime} \leq Ch^p \) for \( U_N \in G_{\delta /2}^\prime \) bounded. Hence for \( G = hd_3 + D_\theta d_1 \) we obtain
\[
|G(U_N, \theta, h, N)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime} \leq r(\{U_N|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime}\}
\]
and (v) is shown.

It remains to check (vi). We need uniform bounds when extending \( G \) to a complex domain \( D_N + \delta \). First we check that \( S_N(h\theta, U_N) \) does not leave \( D_N + \delta_0 \) for \( \theta \in [0, 1] \) and \( U_N \in D_N + \delta \): For the imaginary part of \( U_N \) we get the following equation:
\[
\frac{d}{dt} \text{Im}(U_N) = -A \text{Im}(U_N) + \text{Im}(F(U_N)).
\]
As \( \text{Im}(F(U_N)) = 0 \) for \( \text{Im}(U_N) = 0 \), there is a linear factor of \( \text{Im}(U_N) \) in \( \text{Im}(F(U_N)) \). Thus we can estimate using the Gronwall inequality
\[
|\text{Im}(S_N(h\theta, U_N))|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime} \leq \delta + \int_0^{h\theta} C \text{Im}(U_N(\tau)) d\tau \leq \delta e^{h\theta C} \leq \delta e^{h^*C} = \delta_0,
\]
and \( S_N(h\theta, U_N) \) does not leave a slightly enlarged complex extended domain. Now all estimates for (v) still hold in the extended domain, essentially because the error estimate \( |\Phi_{h, N}(U_0) - S_N(h, U_0)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime} \leq C|U_N(0)|_{G_{\delta /2}^\prime}h^{p+1} \) given in (1.14) does extend to the complex extended domain by assumption. This completes the proof of the proposition. \( \square \)

4 Proof of Theorem 1

We are now in the position to prove theorem 1. By proposition 3 the numerical scheme \( \Phi_{h, N} \) coincides exactly with the time-\( h \) map of the ordinary differential equation
\[
\dot{U}_N + AU_N = P_N F(U_N) + h^p G(U_N, \frac{t}{h}, h, N).
\]
We extend this equation to a partial differential equation
\[
\dot{\bar{U}} + A\bar{U} = P_N F(P_N \bar{U}) + h^p G(P_N \bar{U}, \frac{t}{h}, h, N(h)) \quad (4.1)
\]
with a local time evolution \( \bar{S}(t, 0, \cdot, ) \), such that the numerical scheme and \( \bar{S}(t, 0, P_N U_0) \) coincide. We want to apply [Mat99] to (4.1). There are two groups of hypotheses, which
The first hypothesis (H.1) is to assert that the solutions are Gevrey regular with the following properties:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} U - D\Delta U = F(U) + h^p G(U, \frac{t}{h}, h).
\]

The first hypothesis (H.1) is to assure, that the solutions are Gevrey regular

\[
U_0 \in H^s_{\text{per}} \text{ with } s > \frac{3}{2}
\]

\[
F(.), G(.): B_{G^{s/2}}(R, 0) \to G_{s/2}^{s/2} \text{ differentiable in } U
\]

\[
F'(U), G'(U) \in L(L^2(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n), L^2(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^n)) \text{ for } U \text{ bounded in } H^s_{\text{per}}
\]

\[
G \text{ continuous in } t, h
\]

\[
F(.), G(.) \text{ bounded with constants not depending on } \sigma, t:
\]

\[
|F(U)|_{G^{s/2}} \leq C_s a(C_s|U|_{G^{s/2}})
\]

\[
|G(U, t)|_{G^{s/2}} \leq C_s b(C_s|U|_{G^{s/2}})
\]

with \(a, b\) monotone increasing on \([0, \frac{R}{C_s}]\)

The second hypothesis (H.2) describes the needed analytic properties of \(F\) and \(G\) restricted to Galerkin approximation spaces.

\[
P_N F, P_N G : D_N \to H_N \text{ is real analytic for all } N \in \mathbb{N}
\]

\[
sup_{U \in D_N + \delta} |P_N F(U)|_{G^{s/2}} \leq B_1
\]

\[
sup_{U \in D_N + \delta, t \in \mathbb{R}} |P_N G(U, t)|_{G^{s/2}} \leq B_2
\]

Theorem 2 Assume that the hypotheses (H.1) and (H.2) hold. Let \(G\) be periodic in \(\tau = \frac{t}{h}\) with period 1 and fix the perturbation order \(p > 0\). Suppose for initial values \(U_0\) with \(|U_0|_{H^s} \leq M_1\), that the forward orbit remains bounded, i.e. \(|S(U_0, t)|_{H^s} \leq M_0 < R\) for \(t \in [0, T]\). Then there exists a real analytic and time-periodic change of coordinates for \(0 < h < h_1\)

\[
U = V + hW(V, \frac{t}{h}, h)
\]

with the following properties: \(W\) is bounded on \(H^s_{\text{per}}\). Its image \(W(H^s_{\text{per}}, \frac{t}{h}, h)\) is finite dimensional for fixed \(h\) and \(W(., 0, .) = 0\). The transformed nonautonomous terms are exponentially small after a transient, but the equation may contain additional non-local terms

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} V - D\Delta V = F(V) + F(V, h) + \alpha(V, \frac{t}{h}, h) + b_1(V, \frac{t}{h}, N, h) + b_2(V, \frac{t}{h}, N, h),
\]

The dimension of approximation space \(N(h)\) is given by \(\lambda_N^{1+\beta} h \approx 1\). Then the correction terms are given by

\[
b_1 = (I - P_N) \left\{ F(V + hW(P_N V)) - F(V) - h^p G(V + hP_N W(V), \frac{t}{h}, h) \right\}
\]

\[
b_2 = \left[ I + h \frac{\partial}{\partial P_N V} W(P_N V) \right]^{-1} P_N \{ F(V + hW(P_N V)) - F(P_N V + hW(P_N V))
\]

\[
+ h^p G(V + hW(P_N V), \frac{t}{h}, h) - h^p G(P_N V + hW(P_N V), \frac{t}{h}, h) \}. \tag{4.5}
\]
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or can be estimated by
\[
\sup_{|V| |H_{per}| < M_0} |\tilde{F}(V)|_{H_{per}} \leq c_3 h^p \\
\sup_{|V| |H_{per}| < M_1} |\alpha(V)|_{H_{per}} \leq c_2 h^p \exp(-c_1 h^{-\frac{q}{\rho+\varphi}})
\]

Here the constants $c_1, c_2, c_3, h_1$ only depend on $B_1$ and $B_2$. Furthermore $\tilde{F}$ and $\alpha$ are smooth in $h$.

We apply this theorem to (4.1). So we only have to replace $F(\cdot)$ by $P_N F(P_N \cdot)$, where $N$ is given by the discretization scheme. First we check the assumptions of the theorem. By [Mat99, remark 6] $F$ and therefore $P_N F$ fulfill (H.1) and (H.2). The perturbation term $G$ satisfies (H.1) and (H.2) by proposition 3.

As the nonlinearities in (4.1) have their range in $H_N$ only, the form (4.3) in theorem 2 can be improved. We obtain $b_1 \equiv b_2 \equiv 0$ when using the same $N$ for the discretization and theorem 2, see (4.4,4.5). $b_1$ is zero, because $P_N F(P_N \cdot)$ and $G$ have their range in $H_N = \text{ker} (I - P_N)$. $b_2$ is zero, because components outside $H_N$ do not change the values of $P_N F(P_N \cdot)$ and $G$. So we get by the above theorem an averaged equation
\[
\dot{V} + AV = P_N F(P_N V) + \tilde{F}(V, h) + \alpha(V, \frac{t}{h}, h, N(h)) \\
V(0) = P_N U_0
\]

with local evolution $\tilde{S}_V(t, 0, P_N U_0)$ and strong estimates on the nonautonomous part:
\[
\sup_{V(0) \in B_{H_{per}}(M_1, 0) \times \mathbb{R}^+ \times [0, h_1)} |\alpha|_{H_{per}} \leq c_2 h^p \exp(-c_1 h^{-\frac{q}{\rho+\varphi}}). 
\]

We also have
\[
\tilde{S}_V(n \cdot h, 0, P_N U_0) = \Phi^n_{h, N}(U_0), \quad (4.6)
\]
since the coordinate change $W$ is zero on multiples of the period $h$.

The modified equation (1.15) given in theorem 1 is then
\[
\dot{U} + AU = F(U) + \tilde{F}(U, h, N(h)) \\
U(0) = U_0 \quad (4.7)
\]

which defines a local semiflow $\tilde{S}_{h, N}(t, U_0)$ depending on $N$ and $h$. The estimates on $\tilde{F}$ in (1.18) then also follow from theorem 2.

Estimating the difference between $\tilde{U}(t) = \tilde{S}_{h, N}(t, U_0)$ and $V(t) = \tilde{S}_V(t, 0, P_N U_0)$ will prove the desired exponential estimate (1.17) because of (4.6). We use $P_N V(t) = V(t)$ and that $\exp(-A(t - \tau))U(\tau) \in G_{T^*}^{s/2}$, if $U(\tau) \in G_{T^*}^{s/2}$. The time $T^*$ denotes the maximal Gevrey exponent as in (1.10).

\[
|\tilde{U}(t) - V(t)|_{H^{s}} \\
= |\tilde{S}_{h, N}(t, U_0) - \tilde{S}_V(t, 0, P_N U_0)|_{H^{s}} \\
= |\exp(-At)(I - P_N)U_0|_{H^{s}} + \int_0^t \exp(-A(t - \tau))\{F(\tilde{U}(\tau)) + \tilde{F}(\tilde{U}(\tau)) - P_N F(P_N V(\tau)) - \tilde{F}(V(\tau)) - \alpha(V(\tau), \frac{t}{h}, h, N(h))\}d\tau|_{H^{s}}. 
\]
This implies the desired exponential estimate (1.17) on a time-scale 

\[ U \]

For large times \( t \) on a suitable ball in \( H^p \).

\[ \text{estimates:} \]

\[ \sigma \]

of the linearisation behavior of the analyzed numerical scheme. Several dynamical features of semilinear parabolic

In this section we use the modified equation to describe some aspects of the long-time behavior. The last inequality implies for \( t \leq t^* = \min\left(\frac{1}{h^2}, T^*\right) \)

\[ g(t) = \max_{0 \leq t \leq t} |\tilde{U}(t) - V(t)|_{H^s} \leq C(t) \]

\[ := 2 \left( |U_0|_{H^s} \exp(-\lambda_{N+1}t) + t2B_1 \exp\left(-\sqrt{\lambda_{N+1}} \min(t, T^*)\right) \right. \]

\[ + t2c_1 h^p \exp\left(-c_1 h^{-\frac{p}{p+1}}\right) \]

\[ \leq C \left( \exp\left(-\sqrt{\lambda_{N+1}}t\right) + \exp\left(-c_1 h^{-\frac{p}{p+1}}\right) \right). \]

For large times \( t \geq t^* = \min\left(\frac{1}{h^2}, T^*\right) \) we use a simple Gronwall inequality and get exponential estimates:

\[ |\tilde{U}(t) - V(t)|_{H^s} \leq C(t^*)(\exp(L(t - t^*))) \]

\[ \leq C \left( \exp\left(-\sqrt{\lambda_{N+1}}t^*\right) + \exp\left(-c_1 h^{-\frac{p}{p+1}}\right) \right) \exp(L(t - t^*)). \]

This implies the desired exponential estimate (1.17) on a time-scale \( O\left(h^{-\frac{p}{p+1}} , \sqrt{N(h)}\right) \), where the constants \( C, c_1, c_2, t^* \) do not depend on \( h \) and \( N = N(h) \). The theorem is proved. □

5 Global Errors

In this section we use the modified equation to describe some aspects of the long-time behavior of the analyzed numerical scheme. Several dynamical features of semilinear parabolic equations are replicated by numerical methods usually with an error of the order \( h \), for a review see [Stu95].

Consider for example an equilibrium \( U_0 \) of the semi-group defined by (1.7), i.e. \( S(t, U_0) = U_0, \forall t \geq 0 \). It is supposed to be a hyperbolic, thus for any fixed time \( t > 0 \) the spectrum \( \sigma \) of the linearisation \( DS(t, U_0) \) at \( U_0 \) splits into two parts by the unit circle: there exists \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) such that \( \sigma = \sigma_s \cup \sigma_u \)

\[ \sigma_s = \{ \lambda \in \sigma ||\lambda| < \alpha \} \]

\[ \text{and} \]

\[ \sigma_u = \{ \lambda \in \sigma ||\lambda| > \alpha^{-1} \}. \]
Then in [Stu95, chapter 4] it is shown, that several numerical schemes with step size \( h \) have a hyperbolic equilibrium \( U_h \) with \( |U_h - U_0| \leq Ch \). The respective phase portraits are close of order \( h \), too. We compare the numerical scheme with the modified equation. We can show, that our discretization scheme \( \Phi_{h,N} \) replicates the dynamics of a slightly modified partial differential equation near an equilibrium, with an exponentially small error.

The stable and unstable eigenspaces of the linearisation at a hyperbolic equilibrium \( U_0 \) are denoted by \( E^s \) and \( E^u \) and orthogonal projections on them by \( P^s \) and \( P^u \). The local stable and unstable manifolds are then given by the graphs of

\[
p_s : E^s \cap B_{H^s}(\rho, 0) \rightarrow E^s \text{ for the stable and} \\
p_u : E^u \cap B_{H^u}(\rho, 0) \rightarrow E^u \text{ for the unstable manifold.}
\]

**Proposition 4** Suppose the original equation (1.7) possesses a hyperbolic equilibrium at \( U_0 \). Then the numerical scheme \( \Phi_{h,N} \) with a coupling like in (1.13) with \( \beta = \frac{1}{3} \) has a hyperbolic periodic orbit of period \( h \): \( \Phi_{h,N}(U_h) = U_h \), which is exponentially close to a hyperbolic equilibrium \( \bar{U}_h \) of the modified equation (1.15) with:

\[
|U_h - \bar{U}_h|_{H^s} \leq C \exp(-c h^{-\frac{1}{4}}) \tag{5.1}
\]

\[
|\bar{U}_h - U_0|_{H^s} \leq Ch. \tag{5.2}
\]

All further results compare the discrete semigroup \( \Phi_{h,N}^j \) with \( \bar{S}(t, \cdot) \). There exists \( \rho > 0 \) such that the local stable and unstable manifolds of \( U_h, \bar{U}_h \) are given by graphs of functions

\[
p_s^\rho(\cdot), p_u^\rho(\cdot) : E^s \cap B_{H^s}(\rho, 0) \rightarrow E^s \\
p_u^\rho(\cdot), p_u^\rho(\cdot) : E^u \cap B_{H^u}(\rho, 0) \rightarrow E^u
\]

in the following way with \( u_s \in E^s \cap B_{H^s}(\rho, 0) \):

\[
W^{s,loc}(U_h) = U_h + u_s + p_s^\rho(u_s)
\]

and in the same way for the other manifolds too. Moreover the local unstable manifolds are exponentially close on \( B_{H^u}(\rho, U_0) \):

\[
\sup_{U \in P^u(B_{H^u}(\rho, 0))} |(p_u^\rho(U) + U_h) - (p_u^\rho(U) + \bar{U}_h)|_{H^s} \leq C \exp(-c h^{-\frac{1}{4}}) \tag{5.3}
\]

and the local stable manifolds are exponentially close on \( B_{H^s}(\rho, 0) \) intersected with the image of \( W^{s,loc}(U_h) \) under the regularizing map \( \bar{\Phi}_{h,N}^{(T^\rho/h)}(\cdot) \):

\[
\sup_{U \in P^s(B_{H^s}(\rho, 0) \cap \bar{\Phi}_{h,N}^{(T^\rho/h)}(W^{s,loc}(U_h)))} |p_s^\rho(U) + U_h - (\bar{p}_s^\rho(U) + \bar{U}_h)|_{H^u} \leq C \exp(-c h^{-\frac{1}{4}}). \tag{5.4}
\]

On \( B_{H^u}(\rho, U_0) \cap \bar{\Phi}_{h,N}^{(T^\rho/h)}(B_{H^s}(\rho, 0)) \) the orbits of \( \Phi_{h,N}(\cdot) \) are exponentially followed by orbits of \( \bar{S}(\cdot, \cdot) \) in the following sense: For all \( U \in B_{H^u}(\rho, 0) \cap \bar{\Phi}_{h,N}^{(T^\rho/h)}(B_{H^s}(\rho, 0)) \) there exists \( V \in B_{H^s}(\rho, 0) \cap \bar{S}^h(T^\rho, B_{H^s}(\rho, 0)) \), such that as long \( \bar{S}^h(t, U) \in B_{H^u}(\rho, 0) \) we have that \( t = j \cdot h, j \in \mathbb{N} \)

\[
|\Phi_{h,N}(U) - \bar{S}(j \cdot h, V)|_{H^u_{per}} \leq C \exp(-c h^{-\frac{1}{4}}). \tag{5.5}
\]
Proof: This proposition is given for the comparison of rapidly forced equations and averaged equations in [Mat99, proposition11]. The rapidly forced equation coincides exactly with the numerical scheme at multiples of the step size \( h \) and the averaged equation is replaced by the modified equation (1.15). □

Hence the special full discretization scheme, discussed in this paper replicates the dynamical behavior near hyperbolic equilibria with an exponentially small error – when we are comparing it with a modified equation. Using the modified equation more geometric theory of the considered discretization scheme can be developed, e.g. the analysis of the influence of rapid forcing on homoclinic orbits [Mat99, proposition14] holds in the same way for the discretization scheme. Using the modified equation one should be also able to analyze the influence of discretization on other invariant objects like periodic orbits, attractors, etc. more accurately.
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